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Why Peop le  Are  Hir ing  Pro  Organizers

1. They’re tired of being stuck 

2. People desire real change 

3. They need direction and guidance 

4. They are overwhelmed about where to start 

5. They want accountability 

6. Moving or downsizing 

7. Death of a family member 

8. The emotional and mental support a pro provides 

9. They’re on a time crunch 

10. To stage their homes 

11. To organize collections 

12. For help working through their emotional attachment to items 

13. ADD makes it too hard to go it alone 

14. To help their younger children and college bound kids organize their rooms 

15. Fear of going through their items and the emotions they bring up 

16. Career changes 

17. They’re ready to commit to change 

18. It’s easier to pay someone to help you than go it alone 

19. They need a fresh new system to combat clutter 

20. They want to do it right the first time but don’t know how 

21. They have health issues that prevent them from working solo 

22. They don’t have time to DIY 

23. They work better with someone else 

24. Guilt makes it hard to let items go, so they external need permission to declutter 

25. Minimalism is trendy 

26. They can’t agree with their spouse and need an outside opinion 

27. Mental clutter and chaos keeps them from getting started 

28. Fear of the unknown 

29. Lack of energy 

30. They aren’t detail oriented enough to get the job done
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